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1PROTECTIVE RESEMBLANCE IN ANIMALS .
The study of animal coloration cannot fail to interest
any observer, such a variety of strangely beautiful, flaunting-
ly conspicuous and wonderfully adaptive hues are exhibited on
every hand. Usually we are willing to accept what is and ask no
questions, or to explain existing phenomena by somewhat childish
suggestions based on the supposition that all nature was created
to give pleasure to man. But if we do not assume that an elephant
has tusks that we may be supplied with ivory, why should we suppose
that a butterfly has iridescent coloring merely to please our
beauty-loving eyes? If we consider the matter at all carefully
it must be evident that the colors of animals do not simply happen
to be as they are, and that any explanation of their presence must
be based on the assumption that they are of some value to their
possessors
.
The immediate cause of color in animals is one of two
things, either it is the presence of pigment substances in or direct
ly beneath the body-covering or else it is the structure of that cov
ering. That is, certain substances may be present which absorb
for instance all but the red, or all but the blue rays of light, or
it may be that the surface of the animal's body is so constructed, as
to exhibit millions of refracting surfaces that break up the light
in a million different ways thereby producing an appearance of
whiteness. Again there may be countless thin plates or layers one
upon the other which so refract the light as to produce a pearly
or iridescent lustre, as in the case of a butterfly's wing or the
inner surface of a sea shell.
The real causes which account for the presence of color
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2are more than skin cieep, however. In some cases certain chemical
substances necessary for the life and health of the animal e.g.
iron, have in themselves a characteristic color and lying in or
near the body-covering impart to it their own hue. More often,
however, an explanation for the presence and distribution of colors
in animals is to be found in habits and environment. Professor
Poulton holds that the white color of some arctic animals and
the pale winter coats of some in temperate regions are partly to
be explained on the ground that they help their wearers to re-
tain their body heat, since white radiates heat much less rapid-
ly than dark colors. He has proved this to be a fact by plac-
ing a white and a dark caterpillar of the same species side by
side on a piece of ice. The ice melted much more rapidly under
the dark one.
A much more obvious and generally applicable explanation
for these and other animal colors is that they render their
wearers inconspicuous among their ordinary surroundings
.
This
ability to escape observation may be aggressive or protective or
both. In the case of the lion, tiger, leopard, etc. it is pure-
ly aggressive, with the rabbit, squirrel and deer it is protect-
ive and with toads, frogs and snakes it serves both purposes.
Conspicuous colors sometimes serve to warn other animals
of an unpleasant taste or odor and so by their very conspicuousness
protect their wearers. Again a bright or fearful looking spot
may frighten an enemy or direct its attention to non-vital points
and so preserve the wearer. In some cases a brilliant color serves
the double purpose of concealing an animal among similar bright
colors and attracting objects of prey as in the case of a certain

3mantis which almost exactly resembles an orchid attractive to
small insects. An iridescent color or bright markings which may
be exhibited suddenly sometimes dazzle or confuse an enemy. Two
explanations are given for the brighter colors of male animals,
one that such hues are specially attractive to females and the
other that they are in keeping with the surroundings of the males
who frequent open places where bright colored vegetation abounds.
The marvellous coloration of animals, be the cause what it
may^ is always the outcome of natural selection. The animal that
keeps its body temperature most even in cold weather is strongest
and best able to reproduce and hand on its characteristics to a
numexo us progeny. The ones that are best hidden from their foes
live and produce offspring to which they transmit their peculiar
colors and markings. So likewise those that are best able to ob-
tain food, to warn off or terrify their enemies or to attract and
win the most desirable mates not only survive themselves but re-
produce freely and hand on their characteristics to a large number
of descendants. Of the second generation the survivors are those
best suited to their environment and so in succeeding generations
favorable characteristics become intensified and unfavorable ones
tend to disappear. The extent to which natural selection may go
on is almost unlimited since it is at work with both pursuer and
pursued. As succeeding generations of pursuers develop keener
scent and more perfect means of concealment and attack, the pursued
develop in the same degree greater swiftness in flight and better
adaptations for escaping the notice of enemies which in turn call
for still greater skill and quickness in animals that prey upon
them and so on ad infinitum.
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It is the purpose of this paper to consider only
those colorings and markings of animals which have a distinctly
protective value to their possessors. The illustrations that
occur most readily to our minds are those in which the animal
so closely approximates the color of his environment that he is
unnoticed in it. Half a minute's reflection will give us a
dozen illustrations; the fall locust plain to he seen and heard
as he whirrs thru the air with his black and yellow wings out-
spread, hut almost impossible to find when he has lighted in the
road or among the dry dusty weeds that border it; the tree toad
whose shrill call for rain rasps in our ears but whose color
is so like the mottled gray of the tree trunk where he sits that
only the most careful observer can distinguish him; the little
green snake on the raspberry bushes unnoticed among their leaves
until your hand comes too near and he slides off; the pickerel
motionless in the dark shadows at the pond's edge so like them
in color that you half doubt his being a fish till a swift stroke
of your paddle makes him dart away. These and many other ex-
amples are familiar to everyone ^but we seldom notice what marvell
ous arrangement of color and perfection of detail they exhibit,
and still more seldom do we think how widely this principle of
protection coloring is applied in the animal kingdom.
Concealing Coloration .
We will consider first some of the principles that under
ly concealing coloration. The most generally recognizable one is
obliterative shading the importance of which has been greatly
emphasized by Mr. Abbott H. Thayer and his son. We may state the

principle somewhat as follows. Any solid object of uniform color
looks darker on the underneath or shaded portions. For instance
a wooden sphere in ordinary lighting has a distinct shade on the
under side. Indeed it is by this shade that we recognize it as a
sphere at all. If this shadow were offset by darker coloring of
the upper part of the sphere the object would appear no longer a
sphere but a disc - that is we should not consider it a solid be-
cause it has lost the characteristic shading of a solid. How if
this apparently flat body were placed in front of a background of
nearly its own color we should find that its outlines would so
blend with the background that it would be difficult to distinguish
them; that is the object is oblit erat ively shaded. Many, indeed
most animals, exhibit this shading, rabbits, squirrels and almost
all birds show it plainly, the under or shaded portions being dis-
tinctly lighter than the rest and the color deepening gradually
toward the back where the full force of the sunlight strikes. in
the case of desert animals where there is a reflection of light
from the sand, the under parts are more nearly the color of the
upper surface of the animal. Otherwise the reflected light would
bring into undue prominence a light under side and so make the
animal conspicuous.
Uext in importance to obliterative shading is the principle
of background picturing. It has long been customary to say that
some animals escape observation because they resemble their envir-
onment. A more definite and satisfactory statement is that many
obi it erat ively shaded animals picture their background on their
own bodies so successfully that instead of mistaking them for an
object in their surroundings we are deceived into thinking that

we are looking through the animal at bushes, sticks, leaves or
forest vistas. Obliterative shading alone would protect an animal
if his environments, were of the same uniform color just as a disc
of plain brown is not noticeable against a background of the same
plain brown. In the desert there is just such a monotonous
background and a corresponding lack of stripes, spots or marks
of any kind is to be observed on its animals. But natural back-
grounds are usually of such various colors and complex arrangements
of sticks, stones, leaves, branches, etc. that an animal which
was merely obliteratively shaded would be quite as noticeable among
them as a plain colored disc on a figured wall paper. Animals
and birds that live among grasses, sticks and stones close to the
around often picture the details of their surroundings with won-
derful accuracy- Others living largely in the open picture the
nearer parts of their background on the lower portions of the
body and the more distant ones on the upper parts. This principle
of background picturing accounts for most of the streaked and
mottled markings exhibited by animals.
For bold sharply contrasting patterns which tend to break
up the characteristic outlines of an animal we may use the term
ruptive markings. Such markings are usually found on animals
that live in the open where they are now against one back-ground,
now against another. Indeed we sometimes find that in the same
species the female whose life is spent in close covert among
reeds and bushes shows faithful background picturing, while the
male who spends his life in the varying environment of forest
,
air and water has strong ruptive markings which though not conceal-
ing him cause him to appear so little like the beast or bird he is
r
that he escapes the notice of his enemies. To illustrate the work-
ing of ruptive markings we may mention the bobolink, Dolichonyx^
oryzivorus. When seen against the sky his strong white markings
are obliterated and on^y the dark part is noticed as he flies by giv
ing him a peculiar unbirdlike outline. When he is among grass
and reeds on the other hand it is the dark markings that are oblit-
erated through likeness to the background and the white marks
give little suggestion of the bird’s real form or perhaps they
look like spaces between reeds rather than a living creature.
Ruptive marking is really a variety of background picturing - one
part of the animal resembling one background, another a different
one. Iridescence serves a similar purpose fitting its possessor
to appear before backgrounds of several different colors. Still
tetter than iridescence charnel eonism does this for here there
is not merely a changing play of light but real change of color
to approximate that of the animal's surroundings.
Color Resemblance to Environment .
Many marine animals show a remarkably close resemblance to
their environment especially some of the coelenterata
. Our ordinary
large jelly fish, Aurelia flavidula^ is nearly transparent and but
little denser than the surrounding water where it easily escapes
notice. The same may be said of the small jelly fishes, the
siphonophora and the etenophora. In some cases the presence of
color renders one of the coelenterat es still more inconspicuous
.
For instance the purplish blue transparent float of the Portugese
Man-o' war
;
Physalia arethusa
;
is well fitted to escape notice on the
blue waters of the tropics.

In the crustacea and mollusca almost all the marine forms
have transparent larvae and in several cases the adults are also
transparent e.g. the jelly like heteropoda and the pteropoda or sea
butterflies. We also find crustacea and mollusks that match other
than a transparent background. For instance the lobster, Homerus
americanus which is green like the dark shadows in the water be-
neath the rocks where he lives, also many crabs that are dark green
or brown in color like the seaweeds in which they are found or the
shadows in weedy tide pools. One little crab which occurs in great
numbers at some points on the coast is an exact match for the sand
he lives in. I saw an innumerable host of them at Virginia Beach
last summer, but it was almost impossible to keep my eye on any one
for more than a few seconds because his swift scurrying run, together
with his aandy gray color confused me again and again. The common
squid, Loligo vulgaris, is able to change his color at will to suit
his environment and confuse his enemies. This is done by control-
ling the contraction of pigment cells or chromatophores lying in the
corium and as he contracts one set and expands another his color
ranges from purple to reddish brown. His shimmering lustre caused
by parallel fibres in the connect '\r e tissue that refract the light
aids in making him inconspicuous since it adapts him to the chang-
ing light on moving waves.
Ho better illustration of protective color can be found
than that offered by the winter flounder Pseudopleuronoctes american-
us, the upper side of whose body including even the delicate fins
is sandy yellow spotted with darker flecks so like the coarse yel-
low sand on which he lies that it takes a close observer to detect
his presence especially as it is his habit to bury a part of his
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body under the sand thus blurring his outlines still more complete-
ly. Even his protruding eyes aid in the effect for they look like
nothing so much as two small pebbles lying side by side on the sand.
The rock hindy Bpinephelus adscensionis, is also an excellent example.
His background of golden olive with brown freckles and occasional
white flecks or a small patch of darker color here and there makes
him inconspicuous among weed-covered rocks over a pebbly bottom or
in the shifting light of rippling waves. Sven in the unfavorable
conditions of an aquarium one of these fishes is hard to distinguish
when he remains motionless among the rocks at the back of his tank.
Host fishes are lighter on the under side but this is especially
noticeable in such marine fish as the mackerel
}-Scomber scombrus^ whose
belly is of the palest blue gray while the upper side is a dark
mottled blue marked to simulate ripples on the surface of the water.
The reason for the extremely light under side is not merely the
need for obliterative shading as in land animals but is more satis-
factorily accounted for if we consider that to any animal looking
up through the water the sky looks very light and a fish swimming
between him and the sky must show a correspondingly light under
surface or be immediately detected. On the other hand everything
below looks dark to an animal near or above the surface and so
any fish below him must show a dark back if he would escape notice.
This accounts for the extremely dark backs and light bellies of
many marine species. Possibly the iridescence of some fish, for ex-
ample the blue fish may be of protective value causing their color
to change slightly with the fluctuations of the water and making it
more difficult for an enemy to keep its eyes fixed upon them.
In fresh water no less than salt there is evidence of color
a
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adaptation to environment. Among the coelent erates the small Hydra
viridis is a perfect match for the green fresh water plants among
which he lives. The aquatic larvae of some insects e.g. the drag-
on flies, Libellulidae, are dark "brown in color like the sticks and
dead leaves on the "bottom. The larva of the caddice fly makes its
own protective covering hiding itself in a case of sticks, straws
and leaves and thus escaping observation. Like his relative, the
lobster, the cray-f ish
7
Asiacus fluviatilis
/ is admirably adapted for
concealment in his usual haunts for his color nearly matches the
brownish gray of the limestone rocks beneath which he hides.
backs that we find in marine species, though here the contrast is
not usually so marked because the shallow water of ponds and streams
itself offers less contrast between the downward and the upward
look. Examples of background picturing are not wanting,- there is
the pickerel, Esox ret iculatusy of which we have spoken before, the
yellow perch Perea flavescens, whose olive back and mottled and
banded sides fit him for life among the lights and shades of pond
ing leaves on the pond's bottom and the brown trout Salmo faria, which
pictures on his back and sides a sandy stream bed flecked with
darker shadows of leaf and bubble. Even the little sunny Eupomot is
gibbosus is similar in color and markings to the bright sandy bot-
tom at the pond’s edge where he is found. Amphibians and reptiles
as well as fishes abound in examples of protective coloring. There
is the frog, Rana virescens, among the green reeds; the mud puppy.,
Ilecturus maculatus. in the oozy muck, the water adder
;
katrix faseiata
dark with indistinct brown blotches like wet leaves on wet mud;
Fresh water fishes show the same white bellies and dark
or stream black like the decay-
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the mud turtle, Chrysemys picta and many others.
Among land animals most of the free living vermes approx-
imate the colors of their surroundings as do also the centipedes
and millipeds, scorpions, mites and ticks. Some very interesting
instances of color adaption in spiders have been noted by E. 0.
Peckham. Mrs. Peckham says she knows of no nauseous taste or odor
among spiders so we conclude they probably rely for protection al-
most wholly dn concealing coloration. She tells of one spider,
Uloborus plumipes, which closely resembles a bit of bark being brown-
ish gray in color and covered with small irregular humps. This
resemblance is strengthened by its habit of building a delicate,
easily broken web oh dead branches and remaining motionless in the
center with legs outstretched in line with its body swaying in the
wind like a bit of rubbish caught by accident in a deserted web. Its
rough gray brown cocoons are attached to the web in lines and masses
like so much more rubbish. Gyrtophora conica not only resembles
a bit of rubbish, being gray with light and dark lines, but has the
habit of accumulating a band of light rubbish across its web in the
midst of which both spider and cocoons are completely hidden. Mrs.
Peckham says that though she visited this spider in its web at
least once a day for several weeks she was frequently deceived into
thinking it gone, so close was its resemblance to the rubbish it
lived among.
Another spider, Argyrodes trigonum, lives in the webs of
other spiders and looks in color and shape so like a piece of straw
or one of the scales from pine buds that it must easily escape
notice. The ~rray spider with black and white markings, Theridida
murarium, lives under stones and fences, while the yellowish brown
A-
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Lophocarenum rostratum is found among dead leaves on the ground.
One spider, Lycosida vulcani, is snoky black and lives in the orator
of a volcano. Lyssomanes viridis, a bright green spider is found
in the rich verdure of tropical forests. Our own golden yellow
Misumt na vatia is a remarkably good match for the yellow flowers
where it lives. This species frequently varies through green and
pink to suit its hab itat—pihk oner being often found on wild roses.
Most insect larvae and pupae are protectively colored. in
some cases this is due to the fact that the food eaten shows through
the caterpillar's nearly transparent skin. In others, far more
numerous, the skin itself is colored like the animal's food plant.
In either case the resemblance is largely aided by obliterative
shading which conceals the characteristic cylindrical shape of the
caterpillar. Sometimes fine hairs are found near the hind pushers
that aid in concealing the animal's shape by filling up the space
\
between his body and the leaf or branch on which he sits. Mr.
Maynard M. Metcalf in his book on organic evolution tells of one
caterpillar, Catocala amatrix,so like a poplar twig in color, being
a peculiar purplish gray that four different biologists failed
to see him when handed to them on a leafy spray for inspection.
Various experiments have been made by Mr. Moulton and others with
the pupae of several butterflies, e.g. Pier is rapae , Vanessa urt-
icae, Bap Hio'.nireus and Vanessa Jo. to see if the color of the
pupa was at all affected by the surroundings of the caterpillar
when about to pupate. The results have shown a marked tendency
for the color of the pupa to correspond to that of its environment
though the range of possible colors is somewhat limited.
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The resemblance of adult insects to the background most
common to them has been often noticed. There ate bright green
aphids .grasshoppers and beetles that live among the leaves, brown
ones that me/ke their homes on twigs and branches or the surface
of the ground and even blue dragon flies that dart and circle
above the water. Perhaps the most strikingly beautiful examples
\
of background picturing are those afforded by the butterflies
and moths. Indeed many of the brightest and seemingly most
conspicuous butterflies are merely repeating the hues of the
flowers among which they live and feed. Some students hold that
a butterfly has more need for concealment when his attention is
occupied in gathering honey from a flower than when he is flying
among leaves and branches or through the open air, hence his
bright coloring. As an explanation of the colors of the most
gorgeous butterflies the above statement is open to some criticism,
but if we supplement it with the idea of warning and confusing
colors to which we shall refer later it may be considered fairly
satisfactory. Possibly the theory of sexual coloration may also
apply here but the discussion of that matter lies outside the
province of this paper. It is certainly worth remarking that
the most gorgeous of tropical butterflies are those that frequent
the upper part of the forest where equally brilliant flowers,
bright sunlight and blue sky provide a wonderfully vari-colored
background. Low flying butterflies on the other hand are of
more sober hues. In our own climate we notice that those which
most abound among the decaying verdure in the fall of the year
are colored all in browns, dull yellow and black like the falling
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leaves, e.g. the mourning cloak, Vanessa antiopa, and the tortoise
shell Aglais milberti. A large number of our common moths, includ-
ing the pestiferous gypsy, Ocneria dispar, closely resemble the
bark of the trees on which the larvae feed. Among these are the un-
derwings of Gatocalae whose outer wings show marvellously correct
bark patterns. Gatocala gracilis shows perfectly the irregular
scattering of dark and light gray to be found on a weathered and
lichen covered tree trunk while Gatocala ultronia gives in con-
trasting shades of brown the picture of a place where the bark has
cracked with the growth of the tree. Others, notably some of the
sphinx and hawk moths are colored like the dead leaves where they
may be found. In many the outer wings are dull colored while
the under ones are astonishly bright e.g. Gatocala concumbens and
the tiger moth, Deiopea bella. The use of the bright under wings
we shall consider later.
Faithful as are the bark pictures on the outer wings of
many moths they are no more perfect than those presented by our
common treo frog Hyla versicolor. He has the advantage also of
possessing a rough, warty skin that closely reproduces the appear-
ance of the cracked and lichen covered bark of a tree. Add to
this the fact that he can change his color slightly when he moves
from one background to another and we have an instance of almost
perfect color adaptation. His relative, the toad, Bufo lent iginosus
,
is likewise mottled and warted so as to somewhat resemble the ground
where he lives. The tree lizard, Sceloporus undulatus
,
also pictures
bark almost as well as the tree frog. The snakes offer many instan-
ces of background picturing, the common little bright green climbing
snake, Cyclophis vernalis, the small brown ground snake, Carphophiops
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amoenus the copperheas
,
Ancistrodon cnntortrix, brown, like shadows
among the leaves with lighter marks like leaves across the shadows
and the rattlesnake, Crotalus horridus, mottled and banded like
dark mold and the shadows between lichen covered rocks.
Among the birds countless instances of background picturing
might be mentioned. The downy woodpecker, Dryobates pubesceus, with
his neat black and white pattern is like a bit of weathered bark*
It is noticeable that the bird keeps the position in which his most
conspicuous stripes follow the same direction as the most conspic-
uous cracks on the tree trunks, that is straight up and down. The
brown creeper also, Certhia familiaris americanu, is mottled and
striped brown and gray like the bark of the trees where it gets its
food and beneath which its eggs are laid. Both of these birds
appear flatter than they are because of obliterative shading and so
blend yet more perfectly with the bark they rest upon, other birds
which nest or feed chiefly among weeds and grasses picture grass and
gross shadow on their delicately striped bodies, such are the
chipping sparrow, Spizella socialis, the field sparrow, Spizella
pusilla, the meadow lark, Sturnella magna
,
and the female bobolink,
Dolichonyx oryzivorus , the male having as we have said before a
ruptive pattern that fits him both for flight in the air and for
rest among the grasses. Others that nest on the ground have
blotched and speckled feathers like the colors of the leaf-covered
ground and the sticks that are scattered on it. The night hawk,
Chordeiles virginisnus
>
and the whip-poor-will, Antrostomus viciferus,
are wonderful examples of this ground picturing. I have known of
people searching for half an hour in a place hardly more than two
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rods square before they found a whip-poor-will which they knew to
be there. As in other ground picturing birds its habit of keeping
perfectly still in times of danger has a protective Value almost equal
to that of its coloring. The American wood cock, Philohela minor
which nests among sticks, and leaves pictures its surroundings on its
own leaf-brown body, some of the larger marks showing the near de-
tails while others look like lights and shadows seen through more re-
mote interlacing stems and twigs. In the snow grouse, L agopus leucer-
us, is shown seasonal ground picturing - in summer he has mottled brown
coloring very like the bushes and leaves of the forest floor, but
in the fall some of his plumage becomes white and these white patches
mixed with the brown make an excellent imitation of ground that is
spotted here and there with patchos of snow. In the winter he becomes
quite white but as spring comes on patches of brown appear and fit
him for the changed appearance of the landscape. The snow bunting,
Plectrophenax nivalis, which appears in our latitudes only in the winter
is always prevailingly white with flecks of black and brown, a coat
well suited to a locality where the ground is not entirely covered
throughout the winter. When he migrates northward to arctic regions
as he does in the spring his plumage changes to almost clear white
to suit the prevailing snow and ice of the circumpolar fields. The
ruffed grouse or partridge, Bonasa umbellus, pictures the nearer forest
floor on wing and tail feathers and on neck and head with smaller
markings it imitates more distant stretches of leaf covered ground.
So perfect is the imitation that dogs and even foxes often pass by
without noticing the bird. The speckled brown young are also well
fitted to escape observation as they run about among sticks and dry
leaves. In both young and old birds the habit of keeping absolutely
still in time of danger is strongly developed. The young will some-
,
times even allow themselves to te trodden upon rather than betray
their presence by the slightest movement.
The bright green color of nuny parrots protects them amid the
vivid green foliage of a tropical forest, belt in his Naturalist in
Nicaragua speaks of having great difficulty in dist inguishing them
from the leaves. Metcalf tells of a small green bird of Jamaica, the
green tody, which he was Auite unable to fix his eyes upon although
he knew it to be resting not six feet away on a branch which he could
walk all around and investigate thoroughly. Some gorgeous tropical
birds like the toucan and the more brilliant parrots show on their
feathers the medley of bright colors which characterizes a tropical
forest in its upper part.
Many water-birds picture on their bodies ripples, sun-flecked
bottom and the glint of light on the water. Among these is the wood-
duck, Aix sponsa, the female being marked like the speckled bottom or
the ripples in a shady cove while the male has several white dashes
that look like the high light on waves. It may be that the iridescent
blue and green on his head and wing feathers, together with the orange
near bill, fit him to appear inconspicuous among water plants, and
are to be accounted for by his habit of living more in the open than
the female. It is more probable, however, that his brighter colors
are the result of sexual selection and serve to m^ke him attractive in
the eyes of his mate. This view is strengthened by the fact that
after the mating season ho loses them and acquires a coat very similar
to that of the female. The young are similar in color to the mother, be-
ing speckled brown and dirty white. The male of the American eider. Soma
teria dresseri, shows a remarkable ruptive pattern while the female
which must remain in sequestered places with the young pictures her back
ground of ripples, pebbly bottom and brown shadows. Many shore birds
reproduce their background with wonderful regard for the requirements
I -I-'-""'
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of distance and perspective the wings and body being marked with
large somewhat elongated patches closely resembling the nearer ob-
jects of their environment foreshortened as they would appear when
observed from one side. The back has broader patches imitating the
surrounding objects without foreshort ening or as they would look
when seen from above and the neck and head have a much finer pattern
which merges easily with the farther stretches of that same environ-
ment where distance reduces the size of objects. The sandpiper,
Pisobia fusciollis, and the greater yellow legs /rotanus lielanoleucus,
show sand and water ripples foreshortened on their sides in full
view on their backs and reduced to flecks of dark and light on their
necks. The adult common ter7i, Sterna hirundo, is colored like the
gray of sea and sky with delicate obliterative shading, but the
young which must still remain on the sand are grayish yellow with
dark speckles and look surprisingly like the sand dotted with bits
of dry ribbon and rock weed. The eggs, too, which are laid in a
rude nest of sand and seaweed have much the same colors.
Among mammals obliterative shading is almost invariably the
rule except in the case of animals hidden away from the light or
those which are so well defended by other means that this is un-
necessary. Many mammals have characteristic markings which make
it possible for them to blend yet more completely with their back-
ground. There is the zebra whose black and white stripes look like
reeds showing light against a dark background or black against a
light one. Again when he comes to drink at a desert pool in the
evening his markings so closely approximate the proportions of
dark and light in sand and shadow that he is unnoticed. Many spot-
ted animals such as the leopard, giraffe, jaguar and oceloo picture
,j
*
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sun flecks through the leaves, The rounded form of somo of the
spots makes them look like the sun pictures which we often see
cast on the ground through openings in the leaves that serve as
pin hole cameras. Deer are dappled like their background of for-
est brown speckled with sunlight. The spots on the harbor seal,
Phoca vitulina, however, do not simulate sun flecks but rather
the snail end barnacle covered rocks near which he lives. Some
mammals exhibit seasonal changes in their pelage. Among these
are the little brown weasel, putorius cicognanii, which is white
in winter, speckled in spring and fall and brown in summer; also
the eastern varying hare, Lepus Americanus Virginianus, which is
white in winter, dirty white like melting snow in the spring,
speckled brown in the summer and brown with white patches in the
fall when the snow begins to appear.
Color and Form Hesemb lance.
So much for color agreement. Carrying the principle of
protective resemblance a step farther we find many animals that
show form as well as color adaptation to their surroundings. A
certain little spider, Epeira stellate, which makes its home on a
small rush is almost an exact counterpart in color and form of
the seed pods of the rush, while another, Coerostris rnitralis, of
Madagascar mimics a knot on a twig, its abdomen making two diverg-
ing cones and its whole tody being ridged and uneven. Its color
is yellowish gray marked with white and dark brown. Epeira in-
fumota, a large round bodied spider with humps on its abdomen, is
*
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brown in color with fclaclj: and white markings so that when it draws
in its feet it looks very like a lump of dirt. Almost all spiders
of this family drop to the ground when disturbed so they are hard-
ly distinguishable from the small masses of dirt they fall among.
Epeira prompts lives on cedar bushes and its peculiar gray green
color exactly reproduces the colors of lichens to be found there
while its black marks look very like their curled up edges. Anoth-
er spider
;
Ornithoscatoides decipiens
;
closely resembles a bit of
bird's excreta. One naturalist (Forbes) speaks of having picked
the leaf on which such a spider rested and hold it in his hand
for several minutes before discovering the deposit to be a spider
and this in spite of the fact that he had seen and captured the
same species before. The appearance of bird's excreta is very
accurately copied, the small white irregular web looking like the
thin margin of dried liquid material, a resemblance still further
aided by the extension of the web in a narrow streak with a knob
at the end on the sloping side of the leaf. The white abdomen
represents the central portion of the deposit and the black legs
the dark part.
The common walking s tick, Diaphcromera feraorata , not only
shows a remarkable likeness to a twig but changes its color from
green to brown as the season advances and twigs of its size would
naturally turn brown. Belt mentions a walking stick with leaf*
like growths on its body and legs causing it to resemble certain
lichens among which it is found. The green leaf insect , PhyIlium
siccifolium, of South America has both wings and body flattened
and veined like a leaf. Belt in his Naturalist in Nicaragua speaks
of a locust which by its leaf like appearance escaped s column of
c1
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devastating ants that swarmed over and destroyed all other insects
in their path. He says, "this insect stood immovably amongst a
host of ants many of which ran over its legs without ever discov-
ering there was food within their reach." Our own katydid shows
some resemblance to a leaf and our little leaf hoppers to tiny
twigs and thorns.
Ho animal more plainly shows a resemblance to an object in
his environment than does the common brown measuring worm, Selenia
tetralimaria, frequently seen on the twigs of birch and hawthorn.
This caterpillar is found projecting from the branch at an angle
of about forty degrees and in position, color and shape closely
resembles a twig. Small marks like leaf scars appear on the body
and the head has a number of humps that look like undeveloped buds
on the end of a twig. Some hold the head back so that the front
feet give the appearance of other little buds. The hind feet clasp
the branch where it sits simulating the scar that is usually seen
at the base of a twig and from the head a very delicate almost in-
visible thread extends to the branch thus enabling the caterpillar
to remain in this seemingly unnatural position for hours at a time.
The green larva of Cidaria cucullaia sometimes assumes a similar
position resembling a green twig or even a blade of grass. Mr.
Thayer in his book on Concealing Coloration has some remarkable
colored plates illustrating the resemblance of certain caterpillars,
e.g.
,
Herice bidentata to the jagged edges of the beech and birch
leaves on which they feed. In some the resemblance is aided by
spots simulating galls or torn places such as frequently appear
on those leaves. The larvae of Eeterocampa biundata and limentis
populi are good examples of this protective spotting;/.
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Metcalf in his Organic Evolution gives similar plates two
that show very strikingly the resemblance of certain pupae to
curled up leaves, that of Limentis Sibylla which looks very like a
leaf that has been injured and has begun to dry and curl and that
of Vanessa urticae which is red brown in color like a leaf that is
quite dead and dry. It is worth noting that in both cases the
pupae resemble the leaves of their favorite food plant. The pupae
of the waved yellow moth^Logoa opercularis has a cocoon which is
even a rough edged depression on the side that makes it look like
a winter bud.
objects in their environment as for instance the dead leaf butter-
fly, the famous Eallima inachis of India which though not incon-
spicuous on the upper side being blue banded vith golden yellow is
so like a dry dead leaf on the under side that when its wings are
folded together it is hard to believe that the creature is a
butterfly at all. The veins on the leaf and even the stem are
faithfully represented and when we consider that like most butter-
flies Eallima holds its wings erect and close together when at
rest we can readily see how deceptive this remarkable coloring
might prove. Another butterfly, Anaea indigotica^ of South America
has a somewhat similar coloring of the under side of its wings
which are leaf brown marked with a distinct mid-rib and several
side veins. Its outer wings are notched at one point on the lower
margin giving the appearance of a torn or bitten place at the edge
of the leaf. Such markings as these are not only adapted for con-
cealment but also tend to confuse a pursuer for the butterfly in
the very color found and there is
Many butterflies exhibit extraordinary likenesses to
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flight shows the bright upper surface of the wings but when he
lights and closes his wings those disappear suddenly and nothing
is left apparently but a dead, dry leaf. Such ability to vanish
utterly must certainly puzzle any unfriendly bird. Bates in his
Naturalist on the River Amazons mentions a butterfly, Hetaira es-
meralda, whose wings are transparent except for a single violet
and rose spot like a flower petal. The dipping, fluttering flight
of this butterfly, together with the fact that one's attention is
so fixed on the one colored spot that the transparent parts are
quite unnoticed makes it seem as if a wandering flower petal were
being lightly blown hither and thither by the wind. Acraea ranowa-
lona of Madagascar has somev/hat similar markings its upper wings
being almost entirely transparent except for a faint touch of or-
ange and black of the lower wings making a round flower-like patch.
The Crustacea offer few examples of resemblance to definite
objects despite the prevalence of background picturing among them.
There is one illustration, however, in a small crab/Cryptolithodes
sit chensis ,in Puget Sound which so closely resemble the pebbles
there that it can be distinguished from them only when it moves.
Among the mollusks the nudibranchs or sea slugs have delicate
branching projections, adaptive gills, all over the upper surface
sometimes very similar in color and shape to some of the thick
branching sea weeds along the coast. The whole appearance of the
animal suggests a small mass of sea moss. The most notable examples
of likeness to objects among fishes are the sea-horse, Hippocampus
mohnikei, and the sargassum f ish 7 Pterophryne histr io^both of which
have deeply incised leaf like fins like the branches of seaweed
and both are colored and spotted with the hues of the sea weed to
which they are attached. Bates tells of a snake six feet or more
f.
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in length but only half an inch in diameter which bo closely re-
sembles the long pliant stems of some climbing plants that he
grasped it before discovering that it was an animal.
MIMICRY .
As a distinct form of protective resemblance we should men-
tion mimicry. Here an animal imitates not his environment merely
but some other animal better protected by nature than himself, pot
all cases in which one animal resembles another in color and mark-
ings are to be classed as examples of mimicry, however, for often
it happens that the principle of background picturing accounts for
very similar markings in animals of different species inhabiting
the same area. Actual mimicry occurs only when the imitators are
more defenseless and less numerous than the imitated, when both
are found in the same area and when the imitators differ markedly
from most of their relatives.
We will first consider instances in which an animal re-
sembles another of its own order. As a familiar example we may
mention the monarch butterfly, Anosia plexippus ( Hanais archippus)
and the viceroy, Basilarchia archippus (Limenitis disippus). Here
the monarch is a numerous species defended by an unpleasant taste,
both are found in the same localities and the viceroy with his
sharp orange and black colors is utterly different from most of
his bluish relatives. In another case three varieties of females
of the harmless species
,
Papilio Merope, imitate three different in-
edible species, Danais chrysippus, Amauris echeria, Amauris Uiavius
each mimicking an inedible species of his own locality. Metcalf
gives two pages of most striking colored pictures showing the fidel-
m*5
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ity with which various harmless species reproduce the colors of in-
edible butterflies. The Heliednii
,
a numerous family, is generally
distasteful to birds and insectivorous mammals and this group we
find extensively imitated by other butterflies. •
Among the beetles mimicry is also to be found. Wallace
mentions three classes of mimicked beetles those which have a
disgusting taste, those with a stony covering and those that are
very active and have powerful jaws sometimes provided with a dis-
agreeable secretion. One little b eetle^ Gyclopeplus batesii ^belongs
to a bark picturing group but differs from all the other members
of the group having instead the shape and color of a globular
Gorynomalus
,
a little stinking beetle with clubbed antennae
The group to which Cyclopeplus belongs is characterized
by all its members possessing a little knob about the middle of
the antennae. This knob is considerably enlarged in Cyclopeplus
batesii and the terminal portion of the antennae beyond is so
small and slender as to be scarcely visible. Thus is produced an
almost perfect copy of the clubbed antennae of Gorynomalus. Wallace
also tells of some tropical beetles whose bodies and wing cases are
so hard that he found it necessary to drill holes in them before
attempting to pierce them with pins. These are closely copied by
some of the Longi corns e.g. Gymnocerus cratosomoides
,
Phacellocera
batesii and Cacia authriboiii.es.
In the case of reptiles Metcalf gives a plate showing the
remarkably close resemblance in color and pattern between some
harmless and poisonous snakes. Wallace mentioned several examples
of such mimicry the poisonous hlaps fulviu-S of Guatemala and the
harmless Plioc.erus equates of the same country colored almost ex-
c
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actly alike with Hack bends on a coral red ground. Elaps coral-
1 tin,us of Mexico is marked iii the same way except for a line of
yellow at the edge of his black bands and he is imitated exactly
by Homalocranium semicineturn.
Among birds the only good example of mimicry is that of-
fered by the friar birds and orioles of the Malay archipelago. The
first are powerful birds with strong beaks and claws and well able
x to defend themselves while t?ie orioles are weak and timid. In
three different islands of the group three different species of
the friar birds f Tropidorhynchi ) occur each accompanied by an
oriole that exactly copies its colors and markings.
Rot only do animals imitate others of their own order but
even animals of other orders. Belt mentions a spider that closely
resembles a stinging ant holding its two fore legs up like antennae
and movinglhem as an ant does. The spider is perfectly harmless
and belongs to a family much loved by insectivorous birds while
the ant it imitates is never attacked by birds. Mrs. Beckham
gives a more detailed description of a similar spider which I quote
herewith: ’’While Synageles picata is ant like in form and color
by far the most deceptive thing about it is the way in which it
moves. It does not pimp like the other attidae nor does it walk
in a straight line but zigzags continually from side to side exactly
like an ant which is out in search of booty.
In addition to its ant like walk picata holds up its second
pair of legs in such a way that they appear like antennae. The
first legs are short and support the anterior part of the body.
The second pair although it is sometimes used y seems not to be
needed for locomotion. All the threatening and similar movements

made by other species with the first pair are with picata made
with the second. Spiders commonly remain nearly motionless
while they are eating; picata on the other hand acts like an ant
which is pulling some treasure trove into pieces convenient for
carrying.
• •••••
Picata is found in company with several small species of
ants but does not seem to resemble one more than another."
Many other spiders also resemble ants and in the tropics it seem
to be always true that the ant and the imitating spider live in
the same territory , but in our latitudes these spiders have merely
a general ant like form, the cephalothorax or abdomen being con-
stricted to make the body appear as if composed of three parts.
These spiders do not live in especially close relations with
any species of ant. Synemosyna formica is the most ant like of
American spiders. Some spiders imitate beetles the abdomen fit-
ting closely over the cephalothorax and having a metallic lustre
another kind mimics a snail shell and still another a small crab
Belt tells of a beetle "covered with long brown and
black hairs and closely resembling some of the short, thick,
hairy caterpillars that are common on the bushes. Other close-
ly allied species hide under fallen branches and logss but this
one clung exposed amongst the leaves, its antennae concealed
arrainst its body and its resemblance to a caterpillar so great
that I was at first deceived by it. It is well known that in-
sectivorous birds will not touch a hairy caterpillar." He men-
tions also a species of firefly imitated by a cockroach which
is "so much like them in shape and color that they could not be
r
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distinguished without examination. These cockroaches instead of
hiding in crevices and under logs like their brethren nest during
the day exposed on the surface of leaves in the same manner as the
fireflies they mimic.” Still again he says: "I one day observed
what appeared to be a hornet, with brown semi-transparent wings
and yellow antennae. It ran along the ground vibrating- its wings
and antennae exactly like a hornet and I caught it in my net be-
lieving it to be one. On examining it, however, I found it to
belong to a widely different order. It was one of the Hemiptera^
Spiniger luteicornis and had every part colored like the hornet
Priocuernis that it resembled. In its vibrating colored wing
cases it departed greatly from the norma}, character of the hemip-
tera and assumed that of the hornets. Many flies imitate wasps and
bees both in color, mangier of flight and buzzing sound, so also
do some of the moths. Among the leaf cutting ants of the Amazon
basin is found a tree hopper that mimics an ant carrying a leaf.
The large snakes head moths of India, Attacus edwardsii and Attacus
atlas are colored in the main like the brown leaves among which
they light but the upper margin of each upper wing is elongated
into a projection nearly an inch in length which is so colored
and marked as to show a striking resemblance to a snake’s head. It
is said that this moth when at rest keeps the upper wings moving
slightly thus adding to the snake like appearance of their tips.
It is possible, however, that this fesemblance may be entirely
fanciful for no observations have been made to discover the effect
of the snake like mark on unfriendly birds.
y/arning Coloration .
Very often in cases of mimicry the colors worn by both

animals are far from inconspicuous. Some explanat ion must be
found for the gaudy colors of the imitated species. As we have
said such a species is always protected by an unpleasant taste
or odor or some other quality that renders it unfit for food and
it is desirable that its enemies be informed of that fact at a
glance that they may shun all contact with such unpalatable fare.
To be sure there will necessarily be some preliminary tasting
but that will mean the loss of only a few individuals while the
majority will survive protected by their conspicuous warning
colors. Since we have mentioned preliminary tasting it is inter-
esting to note that the amount of this is not so great as would
at first appear since the number of warning colors is very small
and animals learn to avoid everything that wears them. The colors
which ordinarily serve this purpose are black and white and black
used with yellow, orange or red. This limited range of warning
colors is of course but another instance of the operation of the
principle of natural selection. Those bad tasting and bright
colored creatures that are most like other large groups of bad
tasting and bright colored animals have a double protection for
they will be shunned both by animals that know them and by those
that know similar groups. Consequently the natural tendency is
for all such groups to approximate the same warning colors. Though
all warning coloration seems at first glance to be decidedly
and unmistakably conspicuous some scientists contend that it is
primarily concealing, b eing adapted to the background against which
the animal is in most danger, usually that where he feeds, and only
incidentally serves a warning purpose when he moves into another
environment
r
t
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Perhaps the most simple animals to exhibit warning colors
are the sea anemones and sponges. The former are often colored
pink or blue so as to be most conspicuous but the fact that they
possess nettle cells that make them unpalatable gives their
bright color a distinctly protective value. Sponges are also
unpalatable to fishes and other sea animals on account of their
characteristic disagreeable odor and as we might expect some of
them exhibit warning colors sometimes a bright orange red that is
very noticeable.
Some spiders are rendered inedible by the possession of
spines and chitinous plates. Among these is Phoronciaia aurata
which has a fiery gold abdomen ornamented with four large black
spines on red bases. Gas terncantha rufispinosa has similar brill-
iant coloring - at least the female does, probably because her life
is spent exposed on the web. The small dull colored male which
spends his life in concealment Illustrates a very different sort
of protective coloration,- the already familiar use of background
pictur ing.
Among the insects many examples of warning coloration
occur#, the conspicuous black and yellow wasps and hornets, the
striped potato beetle and various bright spotted lady beetles
which have an unpleasant tasteand a rank odor. Among the butter-
flies we must mention again the black and orange monarch and the
conspicuous Ileliconidii of South America. The bright metallic
coloring of the pupae of some butterflies e. g. I.Iechanitis
lysimnia of India and Euploea core of South America may serve to
remind their enemies at a glance that they are not edible. The
larva of the currant moth Abraxas rib ear ia
?
though it belongs to
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the same family as the protectively colored stick caterpillars
has conspicuous orange, yellow and black markings; Experiments have
proved that although it is very easy to see and to capture, birds,
lizards, frogs and other insect-eat ing animals will not eat it
or if they do so they show signs of distress. Evidently then the
brilliant color has a warning significance. The larvae of the
Pieridae or cabbage butterflies are similarly protected. Gome
of our tussock moths e. g. Ilotolophus definita and hotolophus
leucostigma are most conspicuously marked besides being possessed
of the noticeable tussocks of fine hair. These they display to
their greatest advantage when in danger warning their enemies
of the unpleasant time they are likely to have if once they get
a mouthful of those minutely barbed hairs. Mr. Poulton tells of
giving such a caterpillar to a young lizard which he had in cap-
tivity. The lizard attempted to eat it but after getting one
mouthful of hairs wanted no more to do with it. An adult lizard
refused it in the first place. It is interesting to note that
most of the insects which exhibit warning cofors disappear entire-
ly at the time of year when insect life is scarce and their enemies
are hard pressed for food. Such insects as the lady beetle which
pass the winter in their bright colored adult stage crawl away
and hide early in the fall. Evidently warning colors though ser-
viceable in a crowd only mark a creature out for slaughter when
a failing supply makes his enemies less discriminating in their
choice of food.
It has been suggested that the bright colored dorsal
papillae of some nudibrauchs have the same function as the bunches
of hair on the larva of the tussock moth since they are easily
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detached and we^l supplied with stinging cells. One experience
with them would probably discourage even the hungriest fish from
further invest igations. Some ascidians otherwise unprotected have
an unpleasant odor that renders them distasteful and this is ac-
companied by conspicuous warning colors.
Belt speaking of the frogs of Nicaragua says that most of
them are dull colored and adapted for concealment. They come
out but seldom in the daytime and are exceedingly hard to distin-
guish from the earth and leaves but one, a little red and blue
creature is not only brilliant in color but perfectly fearless
hopping around in broad daylight with no apparent thought of
danger. This unusual boldness led Mr. Belt to try some experi-
ments. He attempted to induce some small ducks to eat one of
these red and blue frogs. At first the ducks refused to touch
it but by adding pieces of meat and other attractive morsels he
succeeded in getting one duck to take the frog into its mouth in
the general scramble for food. But no sooner was it taken in than
the duck instantly threw it out and proceeded to go through mot-
ions indicative of strong distaste for the chance mouthful. The
venomous coral snakes the Elapides of Central America are red con-
spicuously banded with black which bright colors serve them so
well for protection that as we have said before they are exten-
sively imitated by harmless snakes.
Among mammals the skunk is our most familiar example of
warning coloration. His strong black and white markings make
him recognizable at a distance and enable all possible enemies
to shun a nearer acquaintance with this unsavory creature. His
warning coloring, however, rnay serve more than one purpose. Under

*proper conditions it may conceal him from an enemy for if his
white parts come against the sky they will blend with it and leave
only the dark parts visible which are so unlike any animal in
outline that he might easily be mistaken for a clump of bushes
showing dark against the sky. The same effect might serve an
aggressive as well as a protective purpose and is even more like-
ly to do so for the small animals on which a skunk preys would
naturally see his back against the sky line much oftener than would
the larger ones that might prey on him. hot only the skunk but
many other animals show how concealing and aggressive, concealing
and warning or even concealing, warning and aggressive colorat-
ion may be combined in one pattern.
Confusing Coloration .
We will turn now to yet another phase of protective re-
semblance. Some animals have conspicuous marks that cannot be
classed as warning coloration since their wearers are really
palatable food. Nevertheless such markings may serve the pro-
tective purpose of confusing or dazzling an enemy especially if
they are exhibited suddenly and unexpectedly by an animal that
is ordinarily inconspicuous.
For instance a certain caterpillar, that of the great ele-
phant hawk moth, Caoerocampa elpenor found on the leaves of fire
weed has two large spots on its back which are not noticeable un-
less the creature is disturbed. Then it draws its head into the
folds of its body thus swelling out the section where the spots
are and causing it to look like a head with two fearful great
eyes. The came confusing effect may be produced by the reverse
c o
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process of suddenly hiding conspicuous colors as when some of
the lepidoptera which show bright colors on their hind wings in
flight suddenly cover them with the inconspicuous sheath of the
front wings when they alight thus seeming to have vanished com-
pletely. Most of the underwings of which we have spoken before
are excellent illustrations of this sort of confusing colorat-
ion. A s specific examples Arctia nais and Arctia virgo might
be mentioned, whose upper wings are dull brown or gray with
lighter markings while the under ones are bright orange and black.
In other cases iridescence serves the same purpose - a butterfly
may appear a brilliant blue or green and then with a shift of
light become a dull dead brown or it may have appeared dull at
first and then in a new light show a bright color and metallic
lustre that so dazzles the beholder with its constant change of
color and refraction of light that he is unable to choose a
point of attack. JSunica evelide a butterfly of Peru is plain
dull brown in some lights but in others changes to a bright pea-
cock blue. Even more dazzling is the color of Morpho cypris of
Colombia which shows a wonderful metallic blue in some lights
but in others appears dull brown with yellow and white markings.
Caligo atre ics^
The owl butterfly of India shows two kinds of confusing
marks. The upper surfaces of the wings have two broad stripes
one on either side of the body parallel to it and extending across
both wings. These stripes are bright sunshine yellow at the
base of the lower wings but as they go on to the upper ones they
become narrower and darker shading through violet and lavendar
to the dead brown of the general wing color. So dull indeed is
the rest of the animal and so bright ore these stripes that all
one’s attention is centered on them. When they suddenly disappear

1with the closing of the wings it must seem as if the whole anim-
al had vanished into nothingness. Moreover, these stripes even
when they are seen give no suggestion of an animal shape seeming
rather like two shafts of sunlight falling through openings in
the leaves onto the dull brown of tree trunks. Here again is a
combination of protective devices, likeness to something in
the background serving also as dazzling marks. The under side is
quite differently colored having six spots of dark brown on a
lighter brown background. Those on the lower wings are very
large and conspicuous giving the creature its common name of owl
butterfly. It is probable that these too function as dazzling
marks
.
Some birds have bright colors or conspicuous marks on wings
and tail which are exhibited only in flight. Such is the night
hawk which shows a large white patch on his wings when flying
but only protective bars and blotches when at rest. It is prob-
able that the white patch supplies the bird’ s enemies with an
eye mark which is lost the instant its wearer stops flying. Some
desert lizards have the under side of the tail conspicuously band-
ed. This they elevate in running but drop when they crouch,
showing only a protectively colored upper surface. Their habit
of dodging quickly to one side when they stop running aids in
confusing their enemies. It is held by some that the purpose
of this conspicuous tail is to can attention to a non-vital
«
part of the animal but the first explanation seems the more
reasonable. It is well known that deer and rabb i os snow the
white under surface of their tails in flight and various explana-
tions of this habit have been offered. One is ohat the white
tails serve as recognition marks to guide others of the same
(
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species to a place of safety or to attract others to the aid of
the pursued.
vw* Another supposes that this white tail held up against the
sky would break up the characteristic outlines of its possessor
in the eyes of a pursuing enemy and thus confuse him. Again it
is suggested that the white tails, like the lizard's tail just
I
mentioned, offer an eye mark the sudden disappearance of which
is disconcerting to an enemy. Which explanation is the right
one or whether all three have some force we cannot undertake to
say, but the example serves to show how animal coloration offers
material for almost endless speculation as to causes and uses.
This paper has not attempted to deal with any but the
protective aspects of color and form modification but even in
such a limited treatment we have tried to show how varied and
important are the uses of hue, of markings and of form to mem-
bers of the animal kingdom and how these factors aid' them in
getting food, protect them from their enemies, insure their
propagation and indeed render service in the performance of al-
most every function of an animal’s life.
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Concealing Goloration in the Animal Kingdom
%
Gerald H. Thayer
New York, Macmillan Co. 1909 (whole book)
Beside this I have occasionally consulted A Synoptic Text-book of
Zoology, Arthur ^i^swald veysse, New York, Macmillan Co., 1904,
A Text-book in general Zoology, Linville and Kelly, Boston, Ginn f Co.
1900
,
and Useful Birds and their protection, Edward H. Forbush,
Boston, Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, 1907.
Numerous visits have been made to the Boston Natural
History Museum, the Boston Aquarium and the University Museum,
Cambridge
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1BRIEF.
Introduction.
An explanation of the colons of animals must be based on
!lw their value to their possessors. The immediate causes of color
are pigment in the body covering or the structure of that covering.
The ’"eal causes a^e the necessary physical and chemical composition
of the animal's organism or more generally his habits of life.
Colons serve to regulate the heat of t>ie animal's body, to make
him inconspicuous, to aid him in obtaining food, to warn of some
unpleasant quality, to confuse his enemies o~ to make him attractive
in the eyes of his mate. The refinement and development of color,
pattern and shape is the result of natural selection.
Concealing coloration.
Adaptation to concealment is the most widely extended
sort of color modification to be found in the animal kingdom.
The principles which underiy it are obliterative shading, background
picturing, ruptive marking, ir/i descence and chameleon! sm. The
subject may be grouped under two heads.
(li Simple color resemblance to environment.
Among marine animals examples of concealment by trans-
parency are found in jellyfishes, siphonophora
,
ctenophora, and
V^the larvae of Crustacea and mollusks. Background matching occurs
in some adult c r*ustacea e.g. lobsters and crabs, and adult mollusks
e. g. the squid. Most fishes show color adaptation to their envi-
ronment e.g, the winter flounder, ro^-p hind and mackerel. The
white bellies and dark backs of fishes are accounted for by the
f.
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peculiar conditions of marine life. The bluefish and others illus-
trate the use of iridescence.
^ Among fresh water animals background matching appeals
in Hydra vi^idis, the aquatic larvae of some insects, the crayfish,
most fishes e. g. pickerel, perch, eel, trout, sunfish and some
reptiles and ambhibians e.g. frog, mud-puppy and water* adder*.
On the land there are innumerable cases of background
picturing e.g. vermes, scorpions, centipedes, etc.
Among sn
i
ders we have mentioned Uloborus plumipes, Cyrtophora
conica, Theridida raurarium, Lophocarenum rostratum, Lycosida
vulcani, Lyssomanes virjdis, and Misumena vatia.
Among insect larvae Catocila amatrix, among pupae those of Pieris
rapae and others.
Among adult insects mention is made of the general green color of
those that live among the leaves and the brown tints of those that
are found on branches or on the ground. The conspicuous colors
of many butterflies are accounted for, also the prevailing black and
brown of the fall species in our latitude. An account is given
of bark picturing moths e.g. the gypsy and the various underwings
also of deadleaf moths e.g. sphynx and hawk moths.
Jin the amjchj bians we note background picturing in the tree frog and
the toad.
Among snakes it appears in the green climber, the brown ground snake.,
the copper head, rattlesnake, etc.
Among bi "is examples of bark patterns are found in the downy
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woodpecker and the brown creeper, o£ ; gra .s s n a 1
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In the chip-
ping sparrow, field sparrow, meadow lark and bobolink > of grouiia
^patterns in the night hawk, the whip-poor-wi 11 , the woodcock,
of seasonal background ei oturhi^ in the snow grouse and snow bunt-
ing, of near and di stant riet.nl 1 s of ground picturing in the par-
tridge, of leaf and flower picturing in the green parrots and the
tody also toucans and other brilliant tropical birds, of ripple
and sun- fleck patterns in the wood duck and the female eider, of
sand and ripples in the sand-piper and the greater yellow- legs,
of sand in the young and eggs of the tern.
Among mammals obliterative shading prevails. In addition to this
are background patterns e.g. the reed stripes of the zebra, sum spot
patterns e.g. the leopard, giraffe and others, and seasonal ground
picturing e.g. weasel and varying hare.
( 2) Color and form resemblance.
This represents a higher degree of specialization in
protective devices.
Among spiders examples occur in the following i
Rpeira stellata which resembles a seed pod
Coerostrjs mi trains " ’’ " knot on a tree
Kpeira infumata
Epeira prompt
a
Orni toscatoi des
" lump of dirt.
" piece* of lichen
" bit of biriA excreta
Among insects the walking-stick resembles a twig
Phyllium si cci folium " " leaf
a locust of Nicaragua »• •f
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The brown measuring wono ^esmbles a twig,
•t cry»fs0]-] •> •• " •*
Ne^ioe bidentata " jagged edge of beech or
birch leaf,
Hete^ocampa biundata and Limentis populi are like galled or
spotted leaves
Limentls sibylla like a curled leaf
Vanessa urticae " " and dry leaf
the cocoon of Logoa opercularis like an alder bud
Kailima inachis and Anaea indigotica like a dead leaf
Hetaira esme^alda and Ac r*aea ^a^^owalona like a flower petal
Among Crustacea a little crab of Puget Sound resembles a pebble
Among moHusks the nudibranchs a^e like seaweeed
Among f i shes the sea horse and the sargassura fish immitate seaweed
Mimicry
.
This is closely related to color and fom resemblance,
the only difference being that here the object imitated is animate
rather than inanimate. The necessary conditions of mimicry are
( i > the imitators must be more defenceless than the imitated
(2) both must be found in the same territory (3) .'imi tato^s must
differ from their* own relatives. Mimicry may occur* between animal
of the same order. Illustrations ar*e offered by the insects e.g.
monarch and viceroy butterflies, imitators of the heliconii
, and
imitators of inedible beetles, among the snakes by the various
harmless species which imitate the poisonous Klapides of Central
America, amoni? birds bv the t.imiH nr»ieLes will ch so closely resell
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ble the ferocious friar birds of the Malay Archipelago.
Mimicry often occurs between animals of different orders.
Spiders are known which imitate ants o~ beetles, a beetle of Nica—
*
ragua imitates a hairy caterpillar, a cockroach of the same country
is like a firefly and some of the hemiptera imitate hornets. Flies
often resemble wasps and bees, a certain leaf-hopper which is found
among leaf cutting ants imitates an ant carrying a leaf, etc.
’faming Coloration.
Animals possessing some quality which makes them inedible
often wear conspicuous warning color. Only a few colors are
in use for this purpose, viz. black and white or black used with
orange or red. This limited range of colors prevents an undue
amount of experimental tasting. Only a comparatively small number
of animals in any district can wear warning colors else hunger
would lead their enemies to seek food even among animals that prom-
ised to be distasteful. Some naturalists hold the theory that
warning colors are primarily inconspicuous and serve a warning
function only when removed from the environment to which they are
fitted.
Among the coelenterata sea anemones and sponges exhibit
warning colors, among spiders such spiny and chitinous varieties
•A'
as Pnoronocnbia aumta, Oasterocantha rufispinosa, among insects
wasps and hornets, potato and lady beetles, the monarch butterfly,
the heliconii, the butterfly pupae Mechanitis lysiminia and Euplop-
core, the larvae of the currant moAh and of cabbage butterflies
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also that of the tussock moth. then Insect life is scarce warn-
ing colors a^e absent. In other groups the nudibranchs whose
, dorsal papillae are provided with stinging cells are brightly
colored as a 1"© also some ascidians with an unpleasant odor.
Among amuhibi
a
Belt mentions a ^ed and blue frog of Nicaragua*
among snakes there are the venomous coral snakes of Central
America and among mama 1
s
the skunk whi oh also illustrates a com-
bination of protective devices.
Confusing coloration.
Bright, suddenly concealed or suddenly revealed colors
and markings may serve to confuse an enemy. Insects offer the
most numerous examples of this sort of protection, for instance
there is the larva of the elephant hawk moth with its large eye
spots, the underwings with their orange and black under wings, s’>'" 1-'
iridescent butterflies as Euriica evelide and Morpho cypris and the
owl butterfly with sunlight bars and eye marks which shows a com-
bination of protective markings. .Among bi ^ds contusing marks a”0
found on wings and tail. These are exhibited only in flight by
otherwise inconspicuous birds e.g. the night hawk. Among the
reptiles the banded under side of the tail of a certain small
lizard serves a confusing purpose. Among mammals it is possible
that the white tails of deer and rabbits serve the same purpose
though various other explanations are offered.
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